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CHAPTER 6

Tsiolkovskii and the Invention of ‘Russian Cosmism’: Science, Mysticism, and the Conquest of Nature at the Birth of Soviet Space Exploration

Asif Siddiqi

As cosmonauts rocketed into the cosmos in the 1960s, the Soviet Communist Party and its mouthpieces produced inspirational rhetoric that repeatedly reinforced the link between its achievements in space and the foundational requirement that made the space program possible: socialism. Most famously, in an oft-quoted aphorism, Nikita Khrushchev was said to have noted that ‘socialism—this is the steadfast launch pad from which the Soviet Union successfully sent into space its powerful modern space ships’.¹ This connection to socialism was frequently articulated as the outcome of historical forces dating back to the disjunction of 1917, an acknowledgement of the Bolsheviks’ instrumental alignment of their state project with the power of science

¹Anonymous (1962a) ‘Startovaia ploschadka—sotsializm’, Sovetskii vechnyi 17, 1–4. The quotation was originally published as part of a lengthy joint statement of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, and the Council of Ministers in the aftermath of the joint space mission of Vostok-3 and Vostok-4 in August 1962.
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and technology. The space program of the 1960s was seen as both an outcome of the long and close relationship between socialism and science and technology and an expression of that association. The triangulation among socialism, science, and space served as a scaffolding for a multiplicity of meanings and symbols to be ascribed to Soviet cosmic achievements and all were deployed in the service of Cold War rivalry with the USA.

The discourse of socialism, science, and space needed key figures to humanize the Soviet surge into the cosmos. They included a holy trio of actors, Konstantin Tsiolkovskii, the early twentieth century theorist of space travel, Sergei Korolev, the designer who was the architect behind Sputnik, and Yuri Gagarin, the young and handsome fighter pilot who became the world’s first space voyager in 1961. Each, especially as deified martyrs for the cosmic cause, served as a discursive node around the massive upswell of enthusiasm for space exploration that gripped the Soviet populace in the 1950s and 1960s. For each, there were statues, conferences, memorials, and thousands of books and articles. And each, in their constructed biographies, seemed to embody the kind of rationalism and materialism that fit well with Bolshevik aspirations (rooted in Marxist rhetoric) for a unity between the scientific and the social under Soviet socialism.

While the biographies of Korolev and Gagarin provided relatively uncomplicated canvases for Soviet authorities to imprint their expectations, Tsiolkovskii presented more of a challenge. For one thing, Tsiolkovskii had produced most of his important works during the Tsarist era. In addition, he had never joined the Communist Party although had benefited from its largesse in the last years of his life. But these ‘inconsistent’ aspects of his career were accommodated or at least de-emphasized given his worthy scientific accomplishments, which the Soviet media claimed had gone unrewarded until the Bolsheviks came to power in 1917. What appeared in the Soviet media was a linear story of genius: after a long period of self-education in the late nineteenth century, in 1903, Tsiolkovskii, the village school teacher, identified the basic mathematical equations required to make sense of the practical possibility of space travel. Most critically, he did this before contemporaries in Western Europe and the USA. By the 1960s, long after his death (in 1935), Tsiolkovskii’s scientific contributions to the advancement of Soviet cosmonautics had been entrenched and then continuously asserted by a growing industry of public fealty orchestrated by official organs of the Soviet state. This campaign eventually became a deluge as Tsiolkovskii became the center of cultlike devotion that structured his scientific claims around priority, prescience, and progress.2

Yet, if the Soviet space program was the apotheosis of a kind of post-Enlightenment project that merged instrumental views about science and technology with ideas about social engineering (‘the Soviet man’), it has become clear in the past two decades that other sensibilities, some seemingly at odds with Bolshevism (and later, Stalinist) exhortations on the materialist context of modern science and technology were somehow responsible for the Russian interest in the cosmos. There is now quite a large body of literature in English—much of it popular—suggesting that the inspiration for Soviet space achievements had little to do with Bolshevist interests in modern science and technology but rather rooted in a uniquely Russian philosophical tradition dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries called ‘Cosmism’ or ‘Russian Cosmism.’ Many connect these ideas to the writings of the well-known Russian Orthodox Christian philosopher Nikolai Fedorovich Fedorov (1829–1903). We learn in many of these writings that Fedorov’s ‘cosmist’ ideas about human destiny in outer space and of the quest to achieve ‘victory over death’ profoundly influenced Tsiolkovskii and other Russian and Soviet actors in the early twentieth century, thus producing a kind of space mentality that provided the fire to Soviet popular enthusiasms for the cosmos.3 These works all suggest—some explicitly, others implicitly—that the roots of the Soviet space program of the 1960s lie not in the Bolshevist materialist and
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teleological conception of science and progress but rather in rather more murky epistemologies rooted in mystical dreaming.

There is much to recommend such a line of thinking: it is indeed true that Fedorov's ideas, published in the first decade of the twentieth century, called for migration of humanity into outer space. Fedorov's calling, genealogically part of a long and rich Russian sensibility of mystical, philosophical, and sometimes occultish thought, was indirectly echoed by a number of early twentieth century Russian intelligentsia. Tsiolkovskii (who might have met Fedorov as a teenager) later sprinkled his work with Fedorov-esque musings about the rationale for human migration into space. A large part of Tsiolkovskii's writings were undoubtedly mystical and religious in nature, and they are inextricably linked to his more mathematical musings. Yet, much of the recent fascination with 'Russian Cosmism' and its influence over the Soviet space program also misses the mark. Andrew Thomas, for example, ascribes Soviet space exploration largely to Fedorovian philosophy. A recent documentary by George Carey focusing on Fedorov and Tsiolkovskii helpfully synthesizes the argument: it was ... Nikolai Fedorov, who set Russians on course for Yuri [Gagarin's] moment of glory. Busy with analyzing the content of Fedorov's and Tsiolkovskii's works—peculiar and esoteric to modern ears—these pronouncements weave a grip on the popular imagination at the cost of historical specificity.

The purpose of my essay is historically to contextualize the relative importance of the two dominant narratives of the roots of the Soviet space program—one derived from socialism's supposed social setting as a launching pad for modern science and technology and the other rooted in the metaphysical musings of 'Russian Cosmist' thought, but to do so with an eye to disentangling how history itself has colored our understanding of the relative importance and relationship between the two sensibilities. By doing so, I hope to position the philosophical foundations of Soviet space activities as part of a broader conversation about the meaning of modernity in the Russian context, through its instrumental invocation of the 'mastery over nature', and its unsavory eugenicist worldview. I argue that these impulses, the Bolshevik cult of science and technology and the mystic ideas of 'Russian Cosmism', each representing particular rationales for the conquest of space, were responses to fundamentally modern questions opened in the early twentieth century by the emergence of discrete scientific disciplines distinct from natural philosophy.

The essay is divided into two parts. In the first section, I highlight the emergence of a culture-wide fascination with desirable futures enabled by scientific and technology in Russia in the late nineteenth century and its alignment with Bolshevik ideology after 1917 and then briefly track its evolution and manifestation across the Soviet era through to the end of the twentieth century. My focus here will be on how popular enthusiasm for space exploration in the 1920s was eventually subordinated to positivist state discourses that understood modern science and technology as a measure of 'progress' under socialism. Such messages inspired many of the main actors in the Soviet space program while also preparing a generation of postwar Soviet citizens to the fact that space exploration by the Soviet state was not only inevitable but absolutely necessary. The key symbol at the center of this discourse was the memory of Konstantin Tsiolkovskii. In the second and longer part, drawing from the writings of Fedorov and Tsiolkovskii, I summarize the basic contours and substance of mystical and Cosmist thought about space exploration, especially as it was embedded in particular historical moments in Russia in the twentieth century. I then conclude with some thoughts on how these disparate strands might be understood as a part of larger Russian narrative about humanity's relationship with the natural world and one possible embodiment of an aspiration for modernity in twentieth century Russia.
THE CULT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Popular Russian fascination with the instrumental role of science and technology emerged in the late nineteenth century as part of an intersection of several phenomena: the appearance of discrete scientific disciplines in Russian universities, the acceleration of industrialization (and consequent popular interest in the aesthetics and mechanics of machines), the rise of private publishers interested in science popularization, and a growing bourgeois and educated demographic. The tenor of popular engagement with late nineteenth century science was also catalyzed by the predilection of established scientific luminaries—such as the chemist Dmitri Mendeleev (1834–1907) and the botanist Kliment Timiriazev (1843–1920)—to join editorial boards of several major publishing houses specializing in popular science. Inspired by the example of prominent scientists, Russian intellectuals increasingly embraced public science as a vocation, producing a spate of new textbooks for the coming generation of young Russians.

The works of foreign writers such as Jules Verne, Camille Flammarion, and H. G. Wells flooded the Russian publishing market and encouraged native Russian writers to take up the cause of scientific fiction. By the first decades of the twentieth century, there were dozens of popular science journals flooding the market. One of the largest private publishers of popular science, Soiikin, produced a fleet of magazines with such descriptive names as Priroda i ludi (Nature and People), Mir prikluchenii (World of Adventure), and Vestnik znaniyi (Journal of Knowledge) and issued more than 80 million books that made a deep impression on the generation that came of age at the turn of the century.

Now firmly separated from natural philosophy, modern science appeared as a discrete category of knowledge, marked and admired by many for its explicit stance against ‘superstition’ and ‘backwardness’.

If these early strands of technological fascination were inchoate and sporadic before the Revolution, they acquired a quasi-utopian tenor after the Revolution propelled technological visions to move from the wisp of dreams to the arena of possibility. Helped by the hyperbolic claims of early Bolshevik ideologues, after 1917, fascination with science and technology acquired a millenarian tone. The richest expressions of this meeting between utopia, science, and possibility occurred during the years of the New Economic Policy (NEP) when the country moved through rapid economic recovery matched by what Sheila Fitzpatrick has called ‘an upsurge of optimism among the Bolshevik leaders’. With economic stability more in evidence to the average urban resident, people from all walks of life conjured up possible futures in new and surprising ways. We find a superb chronicle of these anticipations, some of them utopian in language and meaning, in the work of the late Richard Stites who invited readers into a world of mad excitement as actors from all walks of life invoked, debated over, wrote about, and confronted the future. From ritual to religion, manners to machines, and art to architecture, idealized visions of the future pervaded Soviet society at all levels. These were not all suffused with an optimistic glow; there was a deep ambivalence and anxiety to these anticipations, especially in relation to the social consequences of modern science and technology, but the reactions show a grappling with the fundamental shifts in the structure of knowledge evident at the turn of century as ‘science’ became both a category and a lever for social improvement.


articles and books in the Soviet media, driven by key popularizers such as Vladimir Riumin, Iakov Perel'man, and Nikolai Rynin; in the innovative cinema of Aelita (1924) and Kosmicheskii reis (Space Voyage, 1935), the latter of which featured two spaceships named after Iosif Stalin and Kliment Voroshilov; in the activities of burgeoning amateur enthusiast societies based on Moscow and Leningrad; in the heavily publicized and attended exhibitions on space travel in Kiev (in 1925) and Moscow (in 1927); in art, architecture, poetry, and literature; and in the networks of thousands of disparate activists throughout the country who wrote to each other and exchanged information about space topics. The one single sustained commonality in all of this activity was the figure of Konstantin Tsolokovskii, who, although largely ignored by the Bolsheviks, was elevated to saintly status by faithful correspondents. One of the organizers of the Moscow cosmic exhibit wrote breathlessly to Tsolokovskii that united in their zealous belief in the power of ‘invention’ and ‘inventors’, they saw Tsolokovskii as a ‘prophet’ of the new era of science and technology, superior even to [Thomas] Edison, the most recognizable American icon of the age.

By the late 1980s, the Bolshevik culture of science and technology had transformed itself from one extreme—idealized visions of the future—into another—a fetish for large-scale infrastructural projects designed to literally subvert nature to Soviet power.

The Moscow Metro, the industrial factory city of Magnitogorsk, the White Sea-Baltic Sea Canal—these were the living artifacts of Soviet civilization, built by the labor of the new Soviet man but given life by the masters of modern technology—electricity, steel furnaces, diesel tractors, and the assembly line. Beyond their functionality, these projects also represented powerful symbols of national identity; it was assumed and then reiterated in public rhetoric that Soviet power was synonymous with the ability to remake the social, physical, and cultural landscape of the Soviet Union. This link among large-scale technologies, the natural landscape, and national identity were not unique to the Soviet context, but what gave them a particular frisson was the way in which socialism seemed to uniquely energize and embody a populist relationship between nation and technology: socialism made possible the proper social organization to foster world class science and technology, which improved the lives of the working class, thus serving as a measure of national prowess on the international stage. This was nowhere more evident than during the early years of the Cold War. In contrasting the ‘basic economic law of socialism’ with that of capitalism, Stalin himself described the socialist order in 1952 as the maximum satisfaction of the constantly rising material and cultural needs of society through the continuous expansion and improvement of socialist production on the basis of better technologies.

The Cold War added fuel to the Stalinist project to use science and technology to conquer nature. Few could ignore that science and technology not only helped to fundamentally alter the nature of war, and now, with the arrival of the Cold War as a motivating framework for national imperatives, it promised to transform the nature of ‘peace’. Under Stalin and then Khruushchev, the Soviet populace learned (and many undoubtedly believed), the future of science and technology was firmly tied to the future of the Soviet Union. In the 1950s, new popular science journals joined already existing publications such as Tekhnika-molodezhi (Technology for Youth), Znanie-sila (Knowledge is Power), and Nasuka i zhizni (Science and Life), while the market was flooded with biographies of great Russian scientists written for popular consumption. Nasuka i zhizni alone had monthly print runs into millions, comparable to lifestyle magazines such as Ogonek (Spark).

Enthusiasm for space, much like the fascination with nuclear energy, was a significant component of this intersection of postwar scientific and technological optimism with Cold War exigencies. As with the mass interest in the 1920s, Tsolokovskii was a central figure in this burst of writing on cosmic topics. Soon after the end of the war, a few influential space enthusiasts actively canvassed to elevate Tsolokovskii’s name as a native-born talent within the pantheon of Soviet science. The Soviet Academy of Sciences, for the first time, recognized the value of a self-educated genius to advance the standing of ‘Soviet’ (as opposed to ‘Russian’) science
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15. Efroim (Ol’ga Khloptseva) to Tsolokovskii (3 December 1928), Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences (ARAN), f. 555, op. 3, d. 199, ll. 5–6.

and fostered what would become an industry of activity around the late Tsilokovskii. Numerous celebrations of the late theoretician's birthday after World War II helped to reanimate the possibility of space exploration among the broader public. Commentators in the postwar era took pains to emphasize repeatedly that Tsilokovskii had conceived his formulae on rocket and space motion before others in the USA and Germany. Arcane and rather lukewarm quotes from Tsilokovskii on his generally ambivalent feelings toward the Bolsheviks were embellished and traded in publication. Writers repeatedly linked Tsilokovskii to the Bolshevik cause, both in spirit and practice. Both sought their answers in the materialist conception of the world, it was said, and both had achieved success.20

By their own admission, the positivist science and technology-identified cosmic discourse influenced a generation of space activists and enthusiasts and future managers, engineers, and cosmonauts. For example, in the 1920s and 1930s, the founding designer of the Soviet space program and the architect behind Sputnik, Sergei Korolev, read the works of science popularizer Iakov Perelman (and in fact corresponded with him in the 1930s).21 Valentin Glushko, the man who designed the engines that powered Gagarin into orbit, recalled in the 1980s that Perelman's book, *Interplanetary Travels*, sent him "in the correct direction in his hobby of spaceflight".22 Future cosmonauts Georgii Grechko, Konstantin Feoktistov, and Boris Egorov, all admitted their future careers were driven to a large degree by their encounters with the works of Perelman and Rynin. Other cosmonaut heroes who gained fame at the height of the Cold War recall reading of the grand future of space travel as young boys and girls, seeing in the technophilic colorful images of *Ogonek* and *Krokodil*, possibilities for both the Soviet Union and themselves.23

The launch of Sputnik in 1957 cemented the link among socialism, science, and space. In the very first communiqué issued after the satellite's launch, *Pravda* noted that "artificial earth satellites will pave the way to interplanetary travel, and ... our contemporaries will witness how the freed and conscientious labour of the people of the new socialist society makes the most daring dreams of mankind a reality".24 An unprecedented run of space achievements in the 1960s, year after year, helped to reinforce the international image of the Soviet Union as a nation, not of dreary collective farms and obsolete technology but one at the vanguard of a new modern and dynamic future. The congruent nature of Khrushchev's Thaw and the first early burst of cosmic enthusiasm was not coincidental, as the former gave the (discursive) space for the latter to flourish. Both were characterized by optimism for a future aligned with the original (and still unrealized) past dreams of the Bolshevik Revolution.25

By the late 1960s, the Soviet space program had its own trinity of dead heroes—Tsilokovskii, Korolev, and Gagarin—who loomed over the cosmic discourse. Now the Soviet future in the cosmos had a stable and fixed past from which to access its dreams for the future. Anticipations of the future were frequently articulated in terms of what the trinity did not live to see, thus seamlessly mapping the past into the future in a grand narrative of Soviet space history. In a rare public lecture in 1970 given by one of the architects of the Soviet space program, Mikhail Tikhonravov, the future was still framed in terms of the power of science to remake society. His talk, tellingly titled "K. E. Tsilokovskii and the Future" was ostensibly about Tsilokovskii's visions for what Soviet socialism might do in space. Yet, the speech, even as it described Tsilokovskii's humanistic vision of human expansion and settlement in outer space, was punctuated with esoteric technical terms and mathematical equations, as if to emphasize the materialist and scientific contours of space travel. Here, according to Tikhonravov, only the cold hard language of modern science (enabled by socialism) could draw a single progressive line from the Soviet past to the Soviet future.26

---

20 For Tsilokovskii's re-appropriation by the Soviet state in the postwar era, see Siddiqi, *Red Rockets and Giants*, pp. 294–301.
23 Many of these reminiscences are interspersed through cosmonaut biographies and autobiographies. See for example, L. Lebedev, B. Lukianov, and A. Romanov (1971) *Smy goluboi planety* (Moscow: Politizdat).
25 Much has been written about this period of popular fascination with space. For recent edited volumes, see James T. Andrews and Asif A. Siddiqi (eds) (2011) *Into the Cosmic: Space Exploration and Soviet Culture* (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press); Maurer, Richers, Rüthers, and Schiele (eds) (2011) *Soviet Space Culture*.
INTO THE MYSTIC

The question remained: why did Tsiolkovskii advocate for human expansion into outer space? In Tikhonravov’s talk in 1970, there is only an enigmatic footnote: ‘Justification of the need for occupation of cosmic space is given in some unpublished manuscripts of K. E. Tsiolkovskii’.27 This is partly true. Tsiolkovskii did provide a justification for human migration into space but it was not unpublished. In fact, he published quite a bit of his rationales and thoughts on the issue in the 1910s and 1920s. These copious philosophical musings about the place of humanity in the cosmos represented an odd juxtaposition to his more mathematical works and drew on sensibilities rooted in Orthodox Christianity, mysticism, and the occult. By the time of the Soviet collapse and into the 1990s, this set of articulations about the true destiny of humanity in the cosmos—by then integrated into a larger Russian philosophical worldview named ‘Russian Cosmism’ linked with the nineteenth century philosopher Nikolai Fedorov—all but eclipsed other possible rationales as the historical root for Russian fascination with the cosmos. So strong was its appeal that one author even imagined that the entire Bolshevism project was Fedorovian in nature.28 Such connections, made largely on the basis of literary echoes of Fedorov in the pronouncements of Bolsheviks unfortunately reveal a kind of ahistoricism, unmoored from specificity, as if Fedorov’s ideas were at once everywhere and with everyone to access. Recovering Fedorov and Tsiolkovskii as historical actors, exploring their original philosophical contributions in their particular moments, and reconstructing their influences leads to a more complex and chaotic story.

Fedorov never used the term ‘cosmist’ or ‘Russian cosmist’ in his writings, but the text that he left—difficult to follow, often contradictory, and drawing from Eastern and Western philosophical traditions, theosophy, pan-Slavism, and Russian Orthodox thinking—was in the service of one goal: human migration off the planet Earth.29 What one Western writer has called ‘one of the most profound, comprehensive, and original ideas in the history of Russian speculation’ was, at its core, a striking oeuvre of philosophical thought about the evolution of humanity and the universe, and the inviolable relationship between the two.30 Fedorov first formulated this philosophy while a librarian at the Rumiantsev Library (later, the Lenin Library) in Moscow, and although he never published anything during his lifetime, he was said to have communicated his ideas to many. He began preparation of a comprehensive set of his thoughts soon after the turn of the century but died suddenly in 1903. Three years later, they were prepared and issued in a small run of 480 copies by two of his disciples. A second volume was issued in 1913. Neither was for sale but simply distributed to interested intellectuals in a very small community of like-minded thinkers.

In this work, grandly entitled Filosofskie obshechege dela (The Philosophy of the Common Task), Fedorov outlined his basic doctrine: that the ‘common task’ of all of humanity is to resurrect the dead. This mission stemmed from a distinctly theocratic view of the universe in which he saw Christianity as primarily a religion of resurrection; he believed that humanity’s moral task was to emulate Christ and make bodily resurrection possible. Mass resurrection, he argued, would finally eliminate the artificial boundaries among the ‘brotherhood’ of humanity, that is, between previous and current generations. In other words, none of the ills of society could be solved without devising a solution to the inevitability of death. Using all of the resources at its disposal, including science and technology, humanity, Fedorov believed, should engage in a quest to reassemble the corporeal particles lost in the ‘disintegration’ of human death, leading to an ideal utopian setting (‘as it ought to be’), where there would be no birth and no death, only the progressive reanimation of the deceased millions from history.

Two aspects of Fedorov’s ‘philosophy of the common task’ concerned voyages into the cosmos. First, to achieve his ultimate goal of ‘liberation from death’, Fedorov called for subordinating humanity’s natural environment, which for him included not only the Earth but also the entire universe, to its will. As if to emphasize his point, Fedorov began one key section of his book ‘(Regulation of Nature)’ with the words: ‘Nature—This is our enemy’.31 Indeed, his entire corpus of writings is punctuated with calls for humanity to come together in unison so as to fight, conquer, and submit nature to its own domination, an ideology that found common resonance among many technocratic visionaries of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the Soviet context, this stance
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30Young (1979) Nikolai F. Fedorov, p. 7.
took on a particularly state-identified sheen, as buoyed by Bolshevik claims of remaking the social universe, many Soviet intelligentsia consequently committed to remaking the natural one. The famous Russian geochemist Vladimir Vernadskii, for example, shared similar views (although he probably never heard of Fedorov), and headed the government’s Commission for the Study of the Natural Productive Forces (KEPS), a body whose goals encompassed such transformative projects as harnessing solar and electromagnetic forces for the good of Russian society.32

Beyond subordinating nature to human exploitation, Fedorov believed that humans from Earth would have to travel into the cosmos—to the Moon, the planets, and stars—to recover the disintegrated particles of deceased human beings that are spread throughout the universe. Once the bodies of the deceased were reconstituted (in forms that might not resemble humans), the resurrected would then settle throughout the universe. In his Philosophy of the Common Task, Fedorov saw this as a duty, one that was imposed upon each and every single human being, living and dead. Citing the most advanced aeronautical technology of the day, he explained that:

The balloon, hovering over the ground, would foster courage and ingenuity ... it would serve, so to speak, as an invitation for all minds [to create] an open path to heavenly space. The duty of resurrection requires such an opening, as without possession of heavenly space the co-existence of all generations is impossible, while on the other hand, without resurrection it is impossible to achieve full possession of heavenly space.33

There was an explicit Malthusian rationale at work in his ideas:

The need for transfer [from one world to another] is beyond doubt for those who have contemplated all the problems associated with the birth of an ideal society in which social vices and evils would be abolished ... To refuse [to go to] heavenly space would be to refuse to solve the economic problems predicted by Malthus, [and] in general, to reject the moral existence of humanity.34

As a prelude to migration off the Earth, Fedorov also proposed two other technical projects: the ‘regulation of atmospheric phenomena’ and ‘control over the movement of the Earth’ as a kind of giant spaceship. All these, he predicted would be possible with the use modern science and technology.

During his lifetime, Fedorov’s unusual ideas—at least his more religious Christian-identified ones—were known and admired by some very famous exemplars of late nineteenth-century Russian intelligentsia, for example, Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, but by and large his legacy was rather limited. The few who took up the case, the so-called Fedorovtsy, were small in number and gained some visibility only in the 1920s. By then, most were captivated not by an engagement of the spiritual and Christian dimensions of Fedorov’s plan—although they were committed to those—but more by how science and technology could make Fedorov’s ideas come true. The most active of these Fedorovtsy was Aleksandr Gorski (1886–1943), a rather obscure Moscow-based poet and musicologist who became obsessed with the idea of conquering death. Gorski published a small print run book about Fedorov in the late 1920s—probably the only book about Fedorov published in that decade—but mostly he served as the center of a small network of like-minded thinkers, many of whom had a shared interest in theosophy and the occult—and indeed had connections with well-known occultists and mystics both in Russia and abroad.35 They were not terribly successful in disseminating and sharing information about Fedorov, and although there were others in the NEP cultural era who also shared similar goals of immortality, none ever explicitly cited Fedorov as a direct influence.36 Besides the small group of Fedorovtsy, the ‘Anarchist-Biocosmists’ were the most active group whose claims echoed those of Fedorov. Organized around 1920, the group’s explicit goal was to make immortality a reality in the Soviet era. Upon Lenin’s death, the group, essentially an artists’ collective, announced that they would initiate

34Fedorov, ‘What is our Goal?’, p. 256.
a program to resurrect Lenin. For a short while, they published two journals, Biofisikist and Bessmerie (Immortality) with contributions mostly in the form of poems—pecans to fighting death. The group, also known as the Biocosmist-Immortals, didn’t last very long and left a light imprint on cosmic discourse in the 1920s, recovered only by historians recently.

One major Soviet intellectual figure who did speak of Fedorov on occasion in the 1920s was Maksim Gorkii who saw in the emergence of Soviet power a new ability of society to master and ‘regulate nature’ in the service of social ‘progress’. His animus toward death no doubt also made Fedorov’s ideas more attractive, although Gorkii distanced himself from the possibility that immortality was actually possible. In his memoirs, we learn that Gorkii considered Fedorov ‘remarkable’ and an ‘original thinker’ and what Gorkii remembered about Fedorov was at least once noticed by a highly placed Bolshevik. In a short piece to note the 100th birthday of Fedorov, Izvestia reported that M. I. Kalinin, the nominal head of the Soviet state, was told of a Fedorov aphorism by Gorkii himself, that ‘Freedom without command over nature—this is the same as the liberation of peasants without land’. This rare invocation of Fedorov’s ideas in the public eye notwithstanding, the ‘philosophy of the common task’ did not widely circulate among Soviet intellectuals in the 1920s and 1930s. Fedorov’s original works were few in number, and although there are some sporadic references to Fedorov in the Soviet press in the 1920s, no major work ever seriously considered his ideas during the NEP era at a time when many mystical, occultist, and metaphysical ideas were routinely tolerated in public discourse. Undoubtedly there were a number of prominent Soviet intellectuals—for example, the geochemist Vladimir Vernadskii—who had similar ideas about the relationship between humanity and nature, or whose ideas one might consider metaphysical or mystical nature, but it is difficult if not impossible to attribute any of this to the Philosophy of the Common Task. Certainly, there is no evidence to suggest that any of the active cosmic travel activists of the 1920s, such as Fridrich Tsander, Mikhail Lapirvo-Skoblo, Moris Leiteizen, Iakov Perelman, Nikolai Rynin, Grigorii Kramarov, and Vladimir Vetchinkin ever took Fedorov’s ideas as sources of inspiration.

Fedorov was not forgotten in the 1940s and 1950s—his name and contributions could be found in encyclopedias, for example—but by and large, there were none who critically re-evaluated his contributions and legacy. The study of Fedorov was infused with life only in the late 1970s, when a few working philosopher-academics, led by a graduate of the Gorkii Literary Institute, Svetlana Semenova, began publishing articles in the Soviet media advocating a singular place for Fedorov in the longer tradition of modern Russian philosophy. For their project, they appropriated the neologism ‘Russian Cosmism’, which had been circulating since about 1970 to describe Fedorovian ideas about ensuring the future of humanity through controlling nature, resurrection, and migration into the cosmos. Inspired by the work of Semenova (who prepared a rather hastily edited selection of Fedorov’s writings in Moscow in 1982), others joined to comment on the ‘Russian Cosmist’ tradition. Seeing in it resonances of the work of many other prominent Russian intellectuals of the fin de siècle era, including Vladimir Vernadskii, Vladimir Solovev, Aleksandr Chizhevskii, and, most strikingly, Konstantin Tsiolkovskii, the founding theorist of Soviet space travel, the literature on ‘Russian Cosmism’ ballooned in the 1990s into a full-fledged intellectual movement that has now intertwined with both ultra-nationalist Russocentric strands in post-socialist Russia and growing transhumanist movements that seek to imagine human life beyond its current human form. These modern day Russian Cosmists see the older turn-of-the-century thinkers as part of a lineage of likeminded individuals who were confronting a suite of humanistic problems. As part of this constructed history, what was rather disparate and atomized in individual writing has been structured into a more cohesive


philosophical tradition. Resonance and echoes of each other writings are deployed as evidence of an active ideological movement in the early twentieth century.\(^{43}\)

Besides Fedorov, the central actor in this constructed genealogical tradition is Konstantin Tsiolkovskii whose mystical pronouncements provide rich evidence of the so-called spiritual and mystical roots of Soviet space exploration. Tsiolkovskii's ideas of restructuring humanity and the cosmos, and especially the central role of science and technology in this transformation, anticipated Tsiolkovskii's writings, which are also suffused with the Promethean urge to remake everything that surrounds us. There is also a key piece of evidence that connects Fedorov with Tsiolkovskii: the two may have met. While in Moscow as a teenager, from 1873 to 1876, Tsiolkovskii had seen Fedorov, who worked as a librarian at the Chertkovskii Public Library. In an autobiography published after his death (in 1939)—and repeated many times over the decades—Tsiolkovskii noted that 'in the Chertkovskii Library I met one of its employees ... [who] turned out to be the well-known ascetic Fedorov ... [he] donated his salary to the poor. I now realize that he wanted to give me his pension [too]. But in this he did not succeed: I was too shy'.\(^{44}\) Over the years, many have embellished these brief observations, and without any evidence, created an entire narrative of the supposed friendship between these two men; it was noted that during their many meetings, Fedorov inculcated the young Tsiolkovskii with the idea of space travel.\(^{45}\) Others have suggested that Fedorov influenced the young Tsiolkovskii to take up a kind of 'cosmist' philosophy.\(^{46}\) The evidence in fact suggests no such thing. An inspection of Tsiolkovskii's original handwritten biography shows clearly that publications added details that were absent in Tsiolkovskii's own writings; in the original, Tsiolkovskii merely noted that he had only seen Fedorov, possibly once, and implied strongly that they never spoke a word.\(^{47}\) In all his copious writings, both published and private, Tsiolkovskii mentioned Fedorov only that one instance, and it remains unclear how or when Tsiolkovskii was exposed to the works of Fedorov.\(^{48}\) Rumor and legend have grown around this meeting, but the circumstantial evidence suggests nothing of substance was exchanged.

After his brief stay in Moscow, Tsiolkovskii moved around several times, from provincial town to town, ending up in Borovsk (in 1880) and finally Kaluga (in 1892). It was then that he began to publish modest articles in popular science journals about a variety of topics, all loosely grouped around aeronautics. His passion was to design a passenger airship. As he became more prolific, and influenced by Jules Verne, he issued science fiction dealing with space travel. Then, finally in 1903, he issued his most important mathematical work, substantiating the possibility of space travel using liquid propellant rockets. Followed by supplements in 1911–1912 and finally, in 1914, this set of writings on the mechanics of launching objects into space and the physics of human spaceflight constitute the first fully coherent mathematical intervention anywhere in the world into what until that moment had been entirely a discourse of speculation and myth. In the second part of his series, he noted very clearly his most important influence: 'the first seeds of the idea [of using rockets for space exploration] were cast by the famous fantasy writer Jules Verne [who] awakened in my mind [thoughts] in this direction'.\(^{49}\)


\(^{44}\) K. E. Tsiolkovskii (1939) 'Cherty iz moei zhizni' in N. A. Isletnev (ed.) *K. E. Tsiolkovskii* (Moscow: Aeroflot), pp. 15–25 (see page 27 for the quote).


\(^{46}\) Konstantin Altaiskii (1966) 'Moskovskaiia iunost Tsiolkovskogo', *Moskva*, no. 9, 176–92. See also all the sources cited in Refs. 3, 4, and 5.

\(^{47}\) In his original pencil-written notes, Tsiolkovskii notes that in the library he 'noticed one of [the library] employees' rather than 'met one of the [library] employees'. See K. E. Tsiolkovskii, 'Cherty iz moei zhizni' (1934–1935), ARAN, f. 555, op. 2, d. 14, ll. 1–29b (See especially, ll. 12o–13).

\(^{48}\) One of Tsiolkovskii's earliest biographers (who also knew him well), B. N. Vorobev, wrote in 1940 that according to the testimony of scientist's family, Tsiolkovskii learned of the philosophical works and personal life of Fedorov from magazine articles in his adulthood and that there is no evidence to suggest that the two ever spoke to each other. See B. N. Vorobev (1940) *Tsiolkovskii* (Moscow: Molodiia gvardiia), pp. 29–30.

Through this period Tsiolkovskii read voraciously, not only the standard and latest contributions of European modern science but also, for the first time, more esoteric works, what even in those days might be considered mystical in content, such as the theosophist writings of Madame Helena Blavatsky, which, as Maria Carlson has shown, were not difficult to obtain in Russia.\(^5\) By the mid-1910s, after publishing his mathematical writings, he began to articulate a semi-coherent philosophy about the justification for space travel, one that reflected his reading interests, a hodgepodge of Christian eschatology, theosophy, and various Western and Russian mystics. As with his more mathematical considerations which were also self-published in Kaluga, he began to publish his 'philosophical' ideas in small booklets, the first being *Nirvana* (1914), followed by *Grief and Genius* (1916), a meditation on how to cultivate 'geniuses' in society, a clear clue that Tsiolkovskii was flirting with then-fashionable eugenist ideas among certain Western European and American intellectuals and spiritual leaders.\(^6\) Undoubtedly these 'philosophical' brochures that he self-published must have puzzled Tsiolkovskii’s more materialistic-minded followers who unexpectedly followed his mathematics on airplanes, airships, and rockets. But these two strands of his writing—the one seemingly more mathematical and the other more meditative—began to merge into a holistic body of work by the time that the Bolsheviks came to power and intertwined and influenced each other throughout the remainder of his life. And although his 'philosophical' writings were less well-known and certainly less discussed, they form a body of work that far exceeds in size his works on aeronautics, rocketry, and space travel.\(^7\) Just as popular Soviet enthusiasm for the science of cosmic travel peaked in the 1920s—helped by Tsiolkovskii’s mathematical articles—he simultaneously self-published works with such enigmatic titles as *The Wealth of the Universe* (1920),

---


In Tsiolkovskii's worldview, the occult, theories of evolution, and Christianity existed without contradiction, and he expended much energy explaining biblical events with the aid of modern-day science. But his vision principally encompassed two evolutionary projects: first, to enable the migration of humanity off the Earth due to what he saw as irreversible problems on Earth (overpopulation and various geological and cosmic threats including extinction of the Sun); and, second, having left the Earth, to 'perfect' humankind, which would evolve into a kind of universal and immortal energy or radiation representing the best examples of people, lower and defective organisms having been left behind or destroyed. The 'scientific' basis for these two projects depended on an acceptance of two related ideas, monism and panpsychism, described in detail in Monizm veselenoi (Monism of the Universe), a brochure Tsiolkovskii self-published in 1925 that was the most complete published statement of his 'cosmic philosophy'.

Taking from Haeckel and Fechner among others, Tsiolkovskii articulated a striking worldview of 'human progress' embedded in universal time and space. According to Tsiolkovskii's monism, all matter in the universe, including organic matter, is made of a single substance, has the same structure, and obeys the same set of laws. Similarly, panpsychism was to him the belief that all matter is made up of 'atoms of ether', smaller than 'regular' atoms, which are in and of themselves living organisms or 'happy atoms'. Different living beings with differing abilities for expression result when these atoms combine in different ways. Because these 'ether atoms' are indestructible, there is no such thing as true death since the atoms can be reconstituted in different combinations from the one that gave life to a specific human being. Mortality is thus simply a mirage. In one of his brochures, Volna veselenoi (Will of the Universe), published in 1928 in Kaluga, he wrote:

Death is one of the illusions of a weak human mind. There is no death, for the existence of an atom in inorganic matter is not marked by memory and time—it is as if the latter does not exist at all. The multitude of existences of the atom in the organic form merges into one subjectively uninterrupted and happy life ... The Universe is made in such a way, that it is not only immortal, but that its parts are also immortal in the form of blissfully happy living beings. There is no beginning and no end to the Universe, there is also no beginning and no end to life and its bliss.58

57K. E. Tsiolkovskii (1925) Monizm veselenoi (Kaluga: K. E. Tsiolkovskii), Tsiolkovskii republished the brochure with some minor additions and changes in 1931.

This philosophy explained to a large degree Tsiolkovskii's surprising lack of sorrow when several of his children died young, two of them from suicide. He amplified these ideas in an eight-page meditation titled simply, 'Kosmicheskaya filosofia' (Cosmic Philosophy) that he wrote months before his death in 1935.59 Making use of a crude concoction of ideas from post-enlightenment science, Russian Orthodox Christianity, and Buddhism (such as reincarnation), he ruminated on the goal of 'perfecting' humanity. He believed that once humans—led by 'presidents' who would introduce new ways of living—had gained absolute control over nature and had moved out into space, they would develop ideal relationships with each other. Tsiolkovskii's view on the proper relationship between humanity and nature reflected a belief that 'man' was the most supreme being in the universe. Although humans and the matter around them were essentially made from the same constituents, humans were capable of finer forms of reason that elevated them beyond a rock or a planet. As such, it was man's duty to master nature to introduce order and eliminate chaos. Humans should also harness the power of the universe, such as solar energy, for the improvement of people.60 His technical works are sprinkled with allusions to space travel representing a 'victory over gravity'. He equated this liberation over nature with liberation over ignorance and imperfection in the human social landscape. Living in open space would allow humans to evolve biologically into a new species, an immortal 'Homo Cosmicus', capable of living naturally in open space, using ambient solar energy.

Tsiolkovskii makes no mention of Fedorov in any of his works although he was more than likely aware of Philosophy of the Common Task.61 While there

59The essay was first published (in edited form) in 1981. See K. E. Tsiolkovskii (1981) 'Kosmicheskaya filosofia', Tekhnika molodezhi no. 4, 22–26. The original is in ARAN, f. 555, op. 1, d. 534, ll. 20–270b.
60Tsiolkovskii believed that the short-term goal of humans in space was to use the energy resources of the solar system to improve the lot of the human race. In Kosmicheskoe rakety nozda (Cosmic Rocket Trains), he noted that '[c]onquering the solar system will yield not only energy and life that will be two billion times more plentiful than Earth's energy and life, but spaciousness which will be even more abundant'. He also pointed to other sources of energy besides the Sun., particularly, mineral resources on the asteroids (or minor planets) that circle the Sun. beyond the orbit of Mars. He meditated on the technical, managerial, and economical challenges of setting up industry in outer space for extraction and use of various minerals. For the quote, see K. E. Tsiolkovskii (1929) Kosmicheskoe rakety nozda (Kaluga: Kollectiv sektsi nauchnykh rabotnikov), p. 8.
61The few hints that Tsiolkovskii was aware of Fedorov's 'philosophy of the common task' come from second-hand sources, particularly the journalist Konstantin Altaiisky-Kolver (1902–28) who, in the 1960s, wrote about his private conversations with Tsiolkovskii. Altaiisky (1967) Tsiolkovskii rassezjatvet ... (Moscow: Detskaia literatura). Altaiisky claimed.
are obvious similarities—the use of science and technology for the migration of humans off the Earth—there are also key differences. Fedorov, for example, did not seek perfection of humanity in space, nor did he envision human transformation into energy. Both, however, had deeply troubling aspects. Nikolai Fedorov’s ‘common task’, for example, can be interpreted as distinctly totalitarian given its explicit rejection of choice: human freedom was circumscribed by the expectations and limits of cosmic evolution. In other words, each and every last human being would have to participate in his project and submit to the ‘will of the universe’ for the ‘common task’ to have any meaning. More ominously, Tsiolkovsky’s view of the search for human perfection clearly incorporated contemporary racist and eugenicist ideas. In his ‘theory of rational egoism’, Tsiolkovsky advocated the extermination of imperfect plants and animal life and called for, as he noted in a 1928 booklet, the ‘battle against the procreation of defective people and animals’. This view was most strikingly articulated in a piece finished in 1918:

I do not desire to live the life of the lowest races [such as] the life of a negro or an Indian. Therefore, the benefit of any atom, even the atom of a Papuan, requires the extinction also of the lowest races of humanity, and in an extreme measure the most imperfect individuals in the races.63

Was anyone paying attention to these musings of Tsiolkovsky in the 1920s and 1930s when the first enthusiasts of space travel were simultaneously articulating their visions of the future? A few people certainly read them, some of them loosely connected to the Fedorovtsy. For example, we know of Aleksandr Chizhevskii, the young intellectual who, influenced by occult writings, wrote extensively on the relationship between cosmic factors (such as sunspots) and social activity on Earth. Chizhevskii wrote a German-language introduction for one of Tsiolkovsky’s mathematically inclined monographs on rocketry, but he also had links to Leonid Vasiliev, that Tsiolkovsky told him that he heard about Fedorov’s ideas about ten years after ‘publication’ of the Philosophy of the Common Task, but it is not clear if he meant publication of the first volume (1905) or the second (1913).62


the telepathy researcher who was a member of the short-lived Biocosmists in Moscow.64 Tsiolkovsky also corresponded with Maksim Gorkii, the erstwhile fan of Fedorov. The writer had apparently heard of Tsiolkovsky during his exile via the latter’s 1925 work Pribichina komnasa (Reason for Space), a meditation on humanity’s spiritual calling to go to space. Although Gorkii intended to visit Tsiolkovsky in Kaluga upon his return to the Soviet Union in 1928, the two never met. Tsiolkovsky, however, sent Gorkii many of his philosophical brochures; unfortunately, there is no evidence to indicate what he thought of them. Their last contact was in 1932 when Gorkii sent a well-publicized congratulatory letter to the ‘interplanetary old man’ (as he liked to call Tsiolkovskii) on his 75th birthday.65 Another possible reader of Tsiolkovsky’s philosophy was the famous Russian poet Nikolai Zabolotskii although, like Gorkii, he has left very little of note to suggest what exactly he might have gleaned from Tsiolkovskii.66

There is no record of published commentary in the 1920s and 1930s on any of Tsiolkovsky’s more philosophically inclined works in the Soviet media. At a time when ideas beyond the prevailing epistemologies of modern science—such as telepathy, blood transfusionology, the search for immortality, and the noosphere—still remained as entirely appropriate subjects for public discussion, Tsiolkovsky’s ‘cosmist’ ideas (a term he never used) had little or no public resonance, especially among likeminded space enthusiasts. In fact, in the prolific writings of the famous science popularizers Iakov Perelman and Nikolai Rynin, or the brilliant interplanetary theorist Iurii Kondratiuk, or the pioneering rocket engineers Mikhail Tikhonaravov, Fridrich Tsander, Sergei Korolev, and Valentin Glushko,


65Gorki to Tsiolkovsky (1932) ARAN, fnd 555, op. 4, d. 183, l. 1.

we see no evidence that they read or were even aware of Tsiolkovskii's millenarian philosophy about space conquest. All of them cite Tsiolkovskii as a genius, a prescient thinker of great truths. All of them quote him in their published works. Perelman and Rynin both even published biographies of the old man in the early 1930s. But none refer to Tsiolkovskii's odd meditations about "blissful happy atoms".

When Tsiolkovskii's legacy was fully resurrected in the post-World War II era, commentators skirted around his metaphysical motivations, preferring to publish in copious volumes his more mathematical articles. Museums, statues, conferences dedicated to Tsiolkovskii spoke of him only as a good communist (which by his own admission, he was not), a prophet in the service of modern science and technology, and the patriarch of Soviet space exploration. Statues were adorned with appropriate quotes about the power of modern science. Yet, comprehensive encyclopedias on Russian philosophy published in the 1950s did not mention him.67 Barring a few sporadic and obscure academic works by graduate students, until the early 1970s, no major figure explored Tsiolkovskii's philosophical works. Then a young graduate of the philology faculty at the Moscow State University, Nikolai Gavrishin, began presenting papers on Tsiolkovskii's philosophy at the annual Tsiolkovskii Readings conferences held in Kaluga every year.68 This annual conference, held every September, began to draw scores and then hundreds of devotees through the 1970s and 1980s, with Tsiolkovskii as their only cynosure. As a cult grew around Tsiolkovskii, many of the presenters, who included not only historians and archivists but also self-styled mystics and 'non-conformists', began to publish prolifically on Tsiolkovskii's philosophies. This small impulse coalesced and then expanded in the post-socialist era into a massive network of thinkers, writers, and activists who now actively act as the custodians of Tsiolkovskii's legacy. Like the invention of a Russian Cosmist historical tradition around Fedorov, by the 1990s, one could find a similar historical genealogy around Tsiolkovskii's so-called 'Cosmic Philosophy', which, while loosely grouped under Russian Cosmism, has its own particularities and features relevant to the Soviet and later Russian space program. No less an authority than the Russian Academy of Sciences has since published several volumes of Tsiolkovskii's mystical musings with copious annotation, while many Russian intellectuals continue to debate them as an important constituent part of a 'national idea of Russia'. In the post-socialist times, Tsiolkovskii's philosophy was positioned in relation to the writings of Fedorov in an upsurge of jingoistic Russocentric 'cosmic' thinking. One well-known modern day Cosmist wrote in 1998, at a time of great national crisis that:

the Russian philosophical and cultural tradition, in which a hugely important place is occupied by the creative heritage of K. E. Tsiolkovskii, can become the basis for the rebirth of Russian spiritual identity and its national revival. In Russian ... cosmissm, [we see] prevailing the feeling of each [Russian] person's own self-involvement as part of a living cosmos.69

This seemingly oxymoronic connection between 'Russian spiritual identity' and humanity's place in the cosmos continues to vivify a new post-socialist generation of Russian intellectuals.70

**CONCLUSION**

When the first young hero cosmonauts flew into space in the early 1960s, Soviet commentators repeatedly depicted them as emblematic of a modern and technologically sophisticated Russia, overtaking the West. And unlike American astronauts who thanked God for their successes, Soviet cosmonauts were avowedly atheist; one of the first cosmonauts, the young German Titov, famously declared on a visit to the USA that during his 17 orbits of the Earth, he had seen 'no God or angels', adding that 'no

---

67 The two most prominent volumes from the 1950s do not mention Tsiolkovskii. See V. V. Zen’kovskii (1948) *Istoria russkoi filosofii* (Paris: YMCA Press) and N. O. Losskii (1951) *Istoria russkoi filosofii* (Moscow).

68 Gavrishin's 1973 dissertation was entitled 'Artistic Creativity and the Development of Science (The Establishment of the Idea of Conquering Space)'. His very first paper on Tsiolkovskii's philosophical work was published in 1972 under the title 'From the History of Russian Cosmism'. He had orally presented the paper 2 years previously at the Tsiolkovskii Readings in Kaluga. For the publication, see *Trudy VI i VI doljani povonsdetsvuiu rassvetskoe nauhchno-nelesiia i razvitiu tvorchestva K. E. Tsiolkovskogo* (Moscow: 1972), pp. 104-06.


70 For a lengthy meditation on the role of Russian Cosmism in post-socialist Russia, see V. V. Kaziintzhiiskii (1994) 'Kosmiacheskaia filosofii K. E. Tsiolkovskogo na rub dny XX i XXI veka' in *Trudy XXVII dolphin, povonsdentsvuiu rassvetskoe nauhchno-nelesiia i razvitiu idcia K. E. Tsiolkovskogo* (Kaluga, 15-16 sonia 1992 g.) saketia 'K. E. Tsiolkovskii i filosofskie problemy vsoenetsiia kosmosa' (Moscow: ISET RAN, 1994), pp. 4-40.
God helped build our rocket'. As Victoria Smolkin-Rothrock has shown, such exclamations reinforced an alignment between space exploration and campaigns to inculcate atheism among the Soviet population. They also whitewashed ‘inconvenient’ phenomena dating back to the 1920s when the founding theoretician of Soviet space exploration, Tsiklolkovskii, was actively writing about space travel in ways that could not conform to orthodoxies about the role of science and technology in post-World War II Soviet society. An article entitled ‘Cosmonautics versus Religion’ in 1959, for example, could confidently argue that atheism provided the spark for cosmic conquest and that Tsiklolkovskii was at the vanguard of this movement. Yet, despite these efforts, through the height of Soviet space exploits during the Cold War, Tsiklolkovskii’s mystical ideas loomed as an echo of an earlier time.

It is undoubtedly true that when the first space theorists, enthusiasts, and practitioners were articulating a vision for the future of cosmic travel, they were drawing from the modernist and quasi-utopian ideas emerging from particular scientific and technical disciplines rooted in post-Enlightenment rationalism. Expressions of this cult of modern science and technology took the form of fiction (Jules Verne) or popular science (Iakov Perelman) or engineering marvels (e.g. the airplane). All of the principal actors who translated Soviet populist cosmic enthusiasm into the machines that put the first Soviet satellites and cosmonauts into orbit, have paid explicit debt to this tradition. Lest we suspect that they were ‘hiding’ their true motivations, among the literally hundreds of memoirs about the Soviet space program churned out in the 1990s—many of them highly critical of the Soviet state, Stalin, and Marxism in general—remarkably, not a single one hints that the inspiration to aspire for the cosmos was anything but an outcome of a national and cultural commitment to be the best in science and technology.

Yet, while the cult of modern science in the twentieth century inspired these actors, it is also undeniable that the central figure at the very root of grand narrative of the Soviet space program, Tsiklolkovskii, was deeply influenced by mystical and occult epistemologies. In fact, at the very moment, the 1920s, when the first mass cosmic enthusiasm emerged in Soviet culture, there was a concomitant if less widespread interest in various mystical and metaphysical notions about the cosmic setting of humanity. The existence of this particular historical strand in the early twentieth century is further complicated by a more recent post-socialist discourse that claims ‘Russian Cosmism’ as a founding imperative of the Soviet space program. But as I show here, this invented tradition, true enough in accounting for the richness of cosmic thought in Russia in the early twentieth century, vastly overreaches in suggesting that it had any influence on the actual actors in the Soviet space program. What we are left with instead is a complex story about the ways in which ‘scientific’ and ‘mystical’ worldviews in the Soviet context were often difficult to parse out in twentieth century Russia.

The evidence tells us that Fedorov and Tsiklolkovskii were enigmatic thinkers who considered with great care the possibility of human migration off the planet Earth and the rationales behind it. They were driven partly by religious imperatives, partly by what they considered ‘rational’ considerations, and partly by mystical, occult, and Russophilic ideas about the place of humanity in our universe. Their ideas were not heard by many at the time but were implicitly mimicked in a form of cultural echo in the ideas and works of other Russian intellectuals, especially in their evangelical calling to fully conquer and submit nature to the will of humanity. And although they probably influenced no major actor in the Soviet space program of the Cold War, the fact that these ideas existed at all, especially within the worldview of Tsiklolkovskii, suggests that while the Soviet march into the cosmos was not inspired by mystical or occultish ideas, it was definitely accompanied by them. And that accomplishment also included deeply unsavory and unsettling ideas about eugenics and racial purity that require a deeper reckoning, especially as ‘Russian Cosmism’ has taken a more jingoistic turn in the past decade.

Was the Russian cause for the cosmos, as articulated in the twentieth century, an outcome of a modernist imperative? As I have shown here, once articulated in the context of the cult of science and technology, the Russian intellectual framework for cosmic enthusiasm took on an unlikely path, like a Mobius strip of ideas that veered back into a completely separate history to recover its ostensibly religious and mystical...
roots. The recovery of an imagined movement for the conquest of space became an important project and also a convincing one, given that both the ‘scientific’ and the ‘mystical’ existed without contradiction in the life and work of the founding theorist of Soviet space exploration. In one sense then, the intellectual foundations of the space program can be understood as a typical manifestation of the urge of many early twentieth-century intellectual movements to respond to the encroachment of modern science into the social order through an active recovery of what they considered ‘ancient truths’. As modern science began to explain the world around us, thinkers such as Fedorov and Tsiolkovskii sought to adjust their beliefs into new epistemologies that incorporated what they self-consciously understood as ‘ancient’ (Christianity) and ‘modern’ (nineteenth-century scientific disciplines). Both, however, articulated a teleology of social improvement with a central place for the project of ‘mastery over nature’. Like a persistent line on each side of the Mobius strip, these aspirations to control of nature—often in troubling ways—remained the one constant in Russian cosmic enthusiasm in the twentieth and now into the twenty-first centuries.

CHAPTER 7

Witchdoctors Drive Sports Cars, Science Takes the Bus: An Anti-Superstition Alliance Across a Divided Germany

Monica Black

Forms of religious and magical healing flourished in many parts of Europe throughout the twentieth century. Not infrequently, they were also bound up with fears about evil-doing and witchcraft.\(^1\) In Poland,
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